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2408C/2409C  Leaf Spring Installation 
Thank you for your purchase of this Hotchkis product.  Your leaf springs were designed 
with the performance and durability you’ve come to expect from Hotchkis Performance.  

Installation Notes for 2408C/2409C  Leaf Springs 
1. Support vehicle by the frame using lift jacks or jack stands.  NEVER rely

on a hydraulic jack to hold up the vehicle while you are working under it.
2. It is not necessary to remove the wheels to perform this installation.
3. Remove the lower shock bolts.
4. Loosen, but don’t remove, the bolts in the rear that hold the leaf spring

eyes.
5. Remove the nuts that hold the spring to the axle.
6. Lift the axle off of the spring and support it.
7. Take out the bolts holding the leaf spring to rear shackles and also the

front three bolts to the chassis and remove the spring from the vehicle.
8. Knock out the existing bolts from the leaf spring axle mount.
9. Drill out the holes so you can fit the new

U-Bolts and the bottom plates as well
with a drill bit size 5/8.

10. Remove front nut clips and put in the new
nut clips. (You may have to grind a little
To help the fitment the new nut clips).

11. Install the leaf spring pads.
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Discard Sleeve 

12. Put you stock front hangers on your new springs. 
13. Remove the bushings from frame, clean thorough inside frame, grease 

frame and bushing and install new bushings. 
14. Put the new shackles on your new leaf springs. 
15. When assembling rear shackle bolt through leaf spring eye make sure the 

head of the bolt facing away from the gas tank. This may be easier install 
on the floor than installing up on the car. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16. Install the leaf springs. You need to set the vehicle on its wheels before 

you perform the final tightening on the leaf spring eyelet bolts.  You must 
do this so you don’t ruin the leaf spring bushings. 

 
 

*For the frame bushings use bushing part # 61137* 
 

*For the Leaf Spring bushing use bushing part # 61091* 
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	Improperly installed or installed by someone other than a qualified, licensed auto mechanic experienced in the installation and removal of suspension products;
	Improperly serviced, misused, or modified, altered or subjected to abuse, negligence, accident or collision;
	Installed in any vehicle that has been modified;
	Installed on any vehicle that has carried loads in excess of automobile manufacturer suggested weight limits; or
	Installed on any vehicle that has been subject to abnormal or excessive use, including rallying, racing, or racing-type activities or off-road use.
	Did you register the product at 0TUwww.hotchkis.netU0T or via the mail-in warranty card within 30 days of purchase?
	Is the product appropriate to your application?
	Did you carefully and thoroughly read the instructions provided along with the product?
	Do you have the original invoice or sales receipt?
	Is the return date within 36 months from the purchase date?
	Are you the original purchaser?
	Was the product properly installed by a qualified, licensed auto mechanic?
	Has the product been installed on the original vehicle on which it was installed at all times?
	Is the product unmodified and clean?
	Is the reason for return a legitimate product defect?

